Verification of anti-fatigue effect of anserine by angle fatigue indicator based on median frequency changes of electromyograms
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BACKGROUND

The city of Okinawa is known as a society of longevity where people enjoy katsuo (bonito) miso soup. This traditional food is used to combat physical fatigue, illness, and mental stress [1, 2]. In Europe and China, chicken soup is also believed to have helped people recover from respiratory disorders, fatigue, frustration, anxiety, and other physical and mental conditions [3-5]. In addition to various amino acids, anserine is abundant in the skeletal muscles of fish and chicken, and is a common ingredient in miso soup. There are many reports on the bioactive properties of anserine, particularly its anti-fatigue effect [6-8].

Anserine is a dipeptide which is composed of L-alanine and L-methy-L-histidine and is synthesized in skeletal muscles in vertebrates [9]. It is abundant in the flesh of avian species and in a widerange of fish such as bonito and tuna, while carnosine, which is composed of L-alanine and L-histidine, is abundant in terrestrial mammals, including humans. These substances are reported to have various bioactive functions, such as operating as a pH buffer [10], activation of
myosin ATPase [6], promotion of the glycolytic reaction [11], antioxidative effect [12], chelative action [13], as well as control of blood sugar [14].

Even though a number of studies have reported the anti-fatigue action of anserine, such as the forced swimming test in mice [15], an in vitro muscle fiber investigation [7], and the hormonal response to resistance exercise [16], direct verification in human subjects is not that straightforward and insufficient evidence exists [17]. Reasons for differences and variation include great differences among individuals and even variation in the physical condition one of a single subject. The aim of this study was to verify the anti-fatigue effect of anserine in human subjects as directly as possible.

METHODS

Subjects: Subjects were 17 healthy male volunteers (35.5 ± 5 yr., 75.5 ± 5.0 kg) who were requested to get sufficient sleep, and to refrain from consuming alcohol, coffee and other stimulating beverages, and from smoking for 18 h prior to the start of the experiment. On the morning of the experiment, subjects skipped breakfast. No participant was using drugs or medication. We excluded female volunteers because the hormone balance in female generally fluctuates enormously compared to male hormone levels, and exercise loads in this experiment seemed to be hard for them. The study was performed in accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki, and was approved by the Shizuoka University Research Ethics Committee. Participants were only enrolled in the study after giving their informed consent.

Test substance: Edible-grade anserine was purified from fish extract with food-grade reagents. The muscle of skipjack tuna (800 g) was boiled in 1.5 L of tap water for 1 h, and the broth was collected and filtered through no. 2 paper (Advantec Toyo Kaisha Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). It was then ultrafiltered to remove macromolecules, such as proteins, through a CF-30 membrane (Amicon, Beverly, MA), desalted with an NTR-729 reverse osmotic membrane (Nitto Denko Co., Tokyo, Japan), and purified on an ion-exchange column of cation-exchange resin Dowex 50-X4. After lyophilization, anserine powder was obtained and analyzed for anserine content by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

Exercise protocols: The study followed a double-blind approach. The subjects performed the isometric exercise tolerance test (ETT) on the rectus femoris muscle. They maintained their right or left leg in a horizontal position (unilateral leg extension) in a sitting posture. Each subject
performed the same exercise twice on a different day at least one week apart. Subjects consumed anserine or water (control). Anserine was dissolved in warm water (30 °C, 200 ml) at a dosage based on body mass (11 mg/kg). Most subjects were not able to notice the difference in taste between the water that contained anserine and the control. The time sequence after the intake of anserine or water was: 20 min rest (Rest-1), first ETT for 5 min (Ex-1), 15 min rest (Rest-2), second ETT for 3 min (Ex-2), 5 min rest (Rest-3). The order of anserine or water intake was randomly changed from subject to subject. Figure 1 shows a visual representation of the exercise (a) and its time sequence (b).

Figure 1: Isometric exercise tolerance test (a) and its time sequence (b). A subject was asked to maintain his right or left leg in a horizontal position (unilateral leg extension) in a sitting posture. Each subject performed the same exercise twice on a different day at least one week apart.

**Measurement of electromyogram:** An electromyogram was placed on the surface of the rectus femoris muscle and XYZ was measured with disposable electrodes (F-150S, Nihon Koden) attached to an amplifier (EMG-021, Harada Electronic Industry Ltd.) and fed to a computer through an A/D converter (NI-USB6218, 16-bit, National Instruments Co.) at 1 kHz.

**Analytical methods:** Fourier analysis was performed on the EMG data (Ex-1 and Ex-2) with a Hanning window (10 sec). The data over a frequency range of 21-214 Hz was targeted for further analysis. Median frequencies (MDFs), which are considered to show muscle fatigue [18] and described by eq. (1), were obtained for Ex-1 and Ex-2.
(1) Where P(f) and MDF are the power spectral density and median frequency, respectively. A regression curve was calculated from changes in MDF during Ex-1 and Ex-2. Since a measure of steepness of the regression curve indicates the degree of muscle fatigue, we compared the difference of the two slopes (Ex-1 and Ex-2), or the angle between these slopes (MDF angle). The MDF angle was used as an index of fatigue. In other words, a larger angle indicated greater fatigue. This angle was obtained by eq. (2).

\[ \text{Angle} = \cos^{-1} \theta = \frac{(1 \times 1) + (G_{Ex1} \times G_{Ex2})}{\sqrt{1^2 + G_{Ex1}^2} \times \sqrt{1^2 + G_{Ex2}^2}} \]

(2) Where \( G_{Ex1} \) and \( G_{EX2} \) are the slopes of the regression curves during Ex-1 and Ex-2, respectively.

**Statistical analysis:** Differences in the change in angle between anserine and water (control) intake were evaluated by a paired t-test. The significance was defined as \( p < 0.01 \).

**RESULTS**

An example of the measured EMG is shown in Figure 2. Two large amplitude regions correspond to the first (Ex-1) and the second (Ex-2) exercise. Figure 3 shows the changes of MDF for Ex-1 (a) and Ex-2 (b). FFT was performed every 10 sec during the exercise. The horizontal axis is the elapsed time (sec) and the vertical axis is the MDF (Hz). Although MDF gradually decreased over time, MDF in Ex-2 fell at a slower pace than that in Ex-1. Regression lines (in red) are also drawn in the figure. The difference between these two slopes (\( \square_{Ex-1} - \square_{Ex-2} \)) was obtained as a differential angle by eq. (2).

![Figure 2: Electromyogram during the first (Ex-1) and second (Ex-2) exercise period.](image-url)
Figure 4 compares the angles obtained by eq. (2) for anserine and water intake. Most angles for Ex-1 and Ex-2 are negative because the slopes for Ex-2 are steeper than those for Ex-1 both in anserine and water (control) intake, which suggests the anti-fatigue effect of anserine.

**Figure 3:** Median frequency changes during the first (a) and the second (b) exercises. Regression curves (MDF slopes) are also drawn in red.

Figure 4 compares the angles obtained by eq. (2) for anserine and water intake. Most angles for Ex-1 and Ex-2 are negative because the slopes for Ex-2 are steeper than those for Ex-1 both in anserine and water (control) intake, which suggests the anti-fatigue effect of anserine.

**Figure 4:** Median frequency changes during the first (a) and the second (b) exercises. Regression curves are also drawn. The MDF in Ex-2 (b) decreases faster than that in Ex-1 (a). n=17, **p<0.01.
DISCUSSION

There are several ways to measure muscle fatigue in humans, such as with lactate [3, 20], muscle sound [22], proton ion [25], oxygen saturation [21], ATPase [6], or by other means. However, in other studies, these measurements did not directly show the anti-fatigue effect in human subjects. Observing the reduction in median frequency or mean power frequency of electromyogram is another and conventional way to investigate the muscle fatigue [18, 23, 26]. However, as far as we know, this paper is an original study which applied the EMG to the verification of anti-fatigue effect of anserine in human subjects. Moreover, we added a new twist to the measurement protocol.

In this study, each subject performed ETT twice in a day with anserine or placebo and again performed the same ETT twice on a different day with placebo or anserine at least one week apart. The second ETT in a day was performed at 40 min after intake because blood anserine concentration reaches its maximum at that time [24]. The MDF slope at the second exercise was usually larger than that in the first, which implies that fatigue worsened in the second test. The error which stems from the daily variations in the physical condition of a subject can be minimized by comparing the differences of the MDF angles obtained on different days. Our results indicate that anserine has the effect of reducing muscle fatigue in humans. Although this is a preliminary result, to our knowledge, it is the first direct demonstration of the anti-fatigue effect of anserine in humans based on EMG.

The underlying mechanisms responsible for the anti-fatigue effect of anserine are complicated [19] and may be a mixture of many actions, such as the reduction of plasma lactate [3], an anti-oxidant effect [19], activation of ATPase [6], promotion of glycolytic reactions [12], proton buffering action [25], etc. We think that all these actions seem to be beneficial to a prolonged duration of exercise, though unfortunately, a more rigorous assessment is beyond our capability.

The dose of anserine used in this study was 11 mg/kg. We plan to increase the dose up to 1-2 g/kg to investigate the effects on autonomic nervous activities as well as on blood pressure.
Limitations: The mechanisms underlying muscle fatigue are complicated, depending on the subject’s physical fitness, age, gender, and the type of exercise. The anti-fatigue effects of anserine for females, other ages and type of exercise need to be studied.

CONCLUSIONS

We compared the difference of MDF slopes of EMG or the angle between these slopes during two ETTs. Greater angles indicate increased fatigue. The data indicate that anserine can alleviate muscle fatigue in humans. The exact functional mechanism needs to be clarified. An investigation on the effect of anserine on autonomic nervous activities is currently in progress.

Abbreviations: EMG, electromyogram; ETT, exercise tolerance test; MDF, median frequency
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